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Chauncey C. Riddle
Brigha. Young University
Introduction
The purpose for this paper is to further clarify understanding of hUlan cOllunication. The lain
assertion if that all hUlan cOllunication lay usefully be seen to belong to three and only three
types: disclosure, directive, and description. The support offered is rational and intuitive. What is
presented here is intended to be highly consistent within itself; it is also intended to be grounded
in cOI.on sense with you as hearer as witness to that. The relevance intended is that by shedding
light on the Situation, the possibilities of hu.an cOI.unication lay be enhanced.
ATheory of "an
Funda.ental to this discussion is the i.age of Ian presu.ed. It is here posited that Ian is a threefold belng, each part .aking possible a separate function. "an is a feeling, thinking and acting
being. Though these are analyzed as three, it is ilportant to see that they are integrated; one
perfor.s one functlon only in connection with the other two. Thus when one feels or desires, one also
thinks and prepares for action. When on thinks, one also feels or
deslres and prepares for action.
When one acts, one is also feeling and thinking.
It is the feeling aspect which is lost distinctive about .an. Agearchain reacts to its environ.ent by
recelving power, acting to increase or to decrease that power with a corresponding change in velocity.
A cOlputer reacts to its environlent by receiving data then outputting transforled data; it lay be
said to think and to act, though that thinking is surely less than the hUlan kind. A hUlan being
receives input fro •• any feeling sources, then creates a desire which is not silply a function of that
input. AhUlan being recelves data about the world frol lany sources, then cOlbines these to create a
special personal construct of the universe. Feeling and thinking then cOlbine to produce action.
Feeling provldes the what of action, thinking provides the how of action, and action delivers what
feelings desire and the .ind conceives.
"an is here considered to be free. He chooses his deSires, his thoughts and his actions. His
environ.ent provides li.its within which he functions, but what and how he acts within those lilits is
hlS choice. The purpose of receiving cOI.unication is to beco.e aware of the possibilities for action
and the li.lts of those possibilities. The purpose of sending cOllunication is to act upon the
universe to transfor. it into a place lOre cOlpatible with one's personal desires.
The challenge for every hu.an being is to co ••unicate with sufficient effectiveness and efficiency
that one beco.es satisfied with what he creates through his own cOllunication. It seels that one can
do this best when his feelings and thoughts correspond with the way the universe really is, and when
his actions are an integrated and effective force to change the universe in the direction he thinks is
better. So.etiles we desire, but our thoughts and actions cannot dellver what we desire. SOleti.es we
desire and then are repelled by that which we thought we desired. HUlan life is the attelpt to create
in ourselves an integrity of feeling, thought and action which accords with the reality of the
universe and which enables us to create those satisfactions which we seek.

It .ay be said that a hUlan being is under control when his thinking and acting are consistent with
his feeling. The possibility of that consistency is the possibility of lan's freedol. Gaining that
consistency is a skill learning which len gain only through .uch concerted effort in correct practice.
A Definition of COI.unlcation
HUlan cO'lunication is assuled to be dyadic: it lay always be analyzed as the relationship between two
and only two persons. COllunication is here defined as the effect of A upon B. HUlan cO'lunication is
the effect of person A upon any B, be it person, place or thing. Fully hUlan cOllunication is the
affect person Ahas on person B. This co ••unication lay be isolated for a specific short ti.e interval
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Dr it lay be sUlled over an extended period of tile. Norlally cOllunication is reciprocal: person A
affects person B, then person B affects person A. "ass cOllunication is the effect person Ahas on
lany persons B, but each case lay be analyzed individually.
This definition allows both verbal and non-verbal forls of cOllunication. No attelpt is here lade to
catalog all of the possible ways in which one person lay affect another, but there are two exalpl!s
which are noteworthy. Person Alay affect person 8 by not sending a lessage at tile T. Person a lay
affect person B by not growing, not becoling lore capable, thus not affecting person B in the lanner
that would have been possible had Achanged as was possible.
This definition is seen to be the broadest possible definition of cOllunication. Any not so inclUSIve
could not be used to give a full account of the cOllunication situation. The concepts of less age and
leaning are not used in it even they are ilportant to lost cOllunication. They are elelents which are
projected by a speaker and constructed by a hearer, but which never are assuredly cOllon to both
speaker and hearer, as we shall see below.
A"odel of the HUlan COI.unication Process
We assule for our lodel of hUlan cOllunication that we begin in Itdias res. We take person Aas he
eXIsts In the world, having received luch cO'lunication frol other hUlan beings, having decoded that
with sOle success; haVIng well-forled opinions about the persons who cOllunicate with hil and about
the world and the universe, and haVIng sOle fairly definite ideas as to just what changes he wishes to
effect in the world.
Person A is seen to be doing three things lore Dr less sllultaneously and continuously. First, person
A is translating the verbal lessages of others. To do this he creates an hypothesis as to the intent
of a given speaker, then fleshes out that hypothesis according to the verbal-cultural context which
unites person A and the speaker which he is translating. This is a creative, willful act for which he
IS responsible. This translating or decoding is essentially but not exclusively a function of the
thinking of person A. That is to say, this translating reflects what he believes the person he is
translating to have saId; but it does not necessarily reflect what he believes the person he is
translating to have leant. True leaning cOles in assesslent.
Person A is also assessing the nature of the world around hil. He assesses the persons whol he
translates, and decides whether they are trustworthy or not, whether they speak ironically or not,
etc. Thus he decides what they really lean by what they have said. He assesses the total social
context, the verbal and physical lessages he has received and IS receiving frol all persons. He
assesses the physical environlent as to what it was, is, and portends. All of this assessing is the
creature of the ilagination of person A. Though he works with abundant input, the output of his
assesslent is of his own laking. This assessing is essentially but not exclusively a function of the
feeling of person A. That is to say, it reflects his desires.
The third function which person A is continually doing is forling intents Dr intentions. Out of what
he has translated others to have said, and out of his assesslent of what they really leant and his
assesslent of the past, present and future of the state of the Morld, person A is preparing to act to
affect the world, either by speaking or not speaking, or by acting physially or not acting physically.
That intention reflects the desires of person Aand his thinkings, but is essentially the action part
of his nature. Once the intention is forled, the actions of person A begin to reflect his intent.
The translations, assesslents and intents of person A are the thrust of his personality in the world.
The lanifestations of that thrusting are the actual actions of the person, their intentions reflected
in speaking and acting. According to the best of his skill, person Atranslates his intentions into
code Dr act. He lay act honestly Dr deceitfully, selfishly Dr selflessly, but in any case his words
and acts taken as a Mhole and over tile reflect whatever his intentions are, be they honorable or
dishonorable, skillful or artless. Speech code Dr action, all that person Adoes is relevant to a
cultural context, and the translation he lakes of his intent is prOjected into that context. The
context has sOle physical existence, but its principal existence is in the linds of the hearers Dr
observers of person A.
In addition to the cultural context, the speech code Dr action also exists in and acts in a physical
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environlent.
COllunication
translission
environlent.
andlor act by
the bull!'

Sign language in the dark or conversation by a waterfall are typical cases where
or effect is lessened by the environlent. The use of a legaphone or of video
are cases where the code and acts of person Aare enhanced in their effect by the
The environlent also provides referents which affect the interpretation of the code
the hearer, such as the presence of a charging bull when the cry goes out 'Watch out for

At this stage of cOllunication, everything that relains is the responsibility of the hearer. The
hearer lust now perforl his three functions. First he will translate any code into a lessage, using
his understanding of the cultural conte~t plus his personal knowledge of the speaker. Second he will
assess the situation to decide what the speaker really leant, whether the speaker speaks truthfully or
leaningfully, and the net Ilport of what the speaker literally says but really leans in the conte~t of
the physical environlent. Third, the hearer will create out of his translations, assesslents and
desires his own intentions, what he will say andlor do to try to push the world in the 'right'
direction. As with person A, person B is creative about each of these three steps. He creates a
l:teral interpretation of person A's words and acts, he creates an assesslent as to the true leaning
and ilport, and he creates an intention to affect the world in sOle lanner so it will becole lore to
hiS liking, all done as a creative reaction to the universe.
Person B then encodes his intent, using the cultural context, and projects that code into the
physical environlent. Another person, perhaps person A, then decodes, assesses and forls another
intention. Thus the process of cOllunication is a constant reverberation of codes and acts along
feeling, thinking, acting creative individuals.
The Taxonomy of HUlan COlmication
Having laid the groundwork which was necessary, we lay now proceed the lake explicit the taxonolY of
hUlan cOllunication which is the heart of this paper.
It is posited that all hUlan cOllunication lay profitably be classified in one of three basic types.
These types latch the functions of tan. Thus, representing the feeling aspect of Ian we shall
designate a category to be known as 'disclosure'. Representing the thinking aspect of tan we deSignate
a category known as 'description'. Representing the acting aspect of Ian we designate a category known
as 'directive.'
Disclosures
exhaustive.
j udgtent s,
governor.'
clitate. '

tay be subdivided into four lain types, these types being lore representative than
First is the subtype of expression, such as 'I feel ill.' Second is the subtype of value
such as "What a beaut i ful sunset.' Thi rd are plans, such as '1'1 goi ng to run for
Finally we have preferences, such as ' I really prefer a little less winter in the

Descriptions lay also be placed in four subtypes, these here intended to be both representative and
exhaustive. The first subtype is that of fact, which is a description or classification of a
phenomenon which is present in the physical environlent of the speech act describing it. An exalple of
a factual type assertion would be 'This dog has a broken leg.' Second is the subtype of law; a lawlike assertion is one which is an induction frol tany related factual assertions. For exalple, after
observing tany dogs with broken legs, one light assert that 'Injuries of this sort are readily healed
with proper care.' The third subtype is that of theory, which is a wholly or partly fictional account
created to take sense of the facts and laws of an area of thought. An exalple of such a useful fiction
is Newton's idea of gravity. Gravity is never perceived, and it is quite possible that no such thing
exists, but until we can do better it provides a useful lental itage. The fourth subtype of
de~~rlptive assertion is that of principle. ~ Aprinciple is a fundalental postUlate of thought which
aids in the construction of theories and in the explanation of laws and facts. An exatple of a
principle is Newton's idea that to every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Each kind of descriptive assertion tay be used in the for. of an hypothesis, which is an assertion of
a fact, law, theory or prInciple which is seriously proposed for acceptance but which as yet lacks the
necessary basis for acceptance. The basis for acceptance of a hypothetical fact is a pertinent
observation. The basis for the acceptance of a hypothetical law is a series of observations of the
phenolenon desribed by the proposed law, which series vindicates the statelent as a reliable
generalization. The basis for the acceptance of a hypothetical theory is its usefulness in forling a
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basis for deducing the accepted laws of an area and for leading to hitherto unobserved facts and laws.
The basis for acceptance of principle is the usefulness such an hypothesis shows as a fundalental
postulate in a useful body of thought. Needless to say, theoretical assertions and principles cannot
be proved to be true.
The third basic type of assertion, that of directive, lay also usefully be divided into four subtypes.
The first subtype is non-verbal, and will be called "art." This subtype includes all of those things
which a hUlan being lay do physically to change the world around hil. This area is subject to the laws
of physics, wherein every effect lust have a sufficient cause. Exalples of this subtype are piano
playing, carpentry, skydiving, sculpture and disguise. The next three subtypes are verbal fariS,
encolpassing Calland, Questions and definitions. In each of these verbal forls of directive the
speaker is attelpting to change the universe by using words only, leaving it to others to supply the
force which physics requires for changes. In cOllands, person A tells person B what to do, how to love
his luscles. In questIons, person A is directing sOleone to lake an appropriate response. In
definitions, person A is directing how a certain sYlbol lust or lay be used. Nhat all dIrective
cO.lunications have in CalIon is an attelpt to change the nature of the world.
It is posited that every cO.lunication, verbal or non-verbal, lay be forled into an assertion, which
is a cOlplete sentence expressing the hearer's hypothesis as to what the initiator of the
cOllunication Intends. Where no assertion can be forled, the observer or hearer has no understanding,
correct or Incorrect, to attach to the observation. Thus every cOllunication can be interpreted in the
fori of an assertion.
By exa.ining cases we observe that all assertion lay be properly categorized as being prilarily

disclosures, descriptIons, or directives. But we further observe that every assertion lay also be
interpreted as representing the other two types as well as its prilary type. In fact, it appears that
a forlulation of all three forls of the assertion is necessary to establish cOlplete leaning. Thus
'leaning' is taken to be a resonance along the three types of asertions wherein each is represented in
different strengths accordIng the the interpretation of the hearer. Just as Intent involves feeling,
thinking and acting, so interpretation Involves attribution of feeling, thinking and acting as the
hearer attelPts to recreate the speaker's intent.
Exalples are necessary at this point. If a speaker says 'You're all right,' after asssessient we lay
fori a disclosure assertion such as "I like you.' But also leant will be a description, such as 'I
believe you are a reliable person.' and a directive such as 'You: believe that I esteel you.'
If the original code is such as 'Utah is a western state,' we have an assertion that is prllarily a
description. ThIS lay also be decoded and assessed as a discolsure: "I believe that Utah is a western
state,· and as a directIve: "You: believe that Utah is a western state.' This resonance becoles lore
apparent when we love to the reall of theory. If the original code is '"an evolved frol a lower fori
of life,' the disclosure light be 'I al convinced that ~an evolved frol a lower fori of life,· and the
directive would be 'You: believe also that Ian evolved frol a lower fori of life."
If the original code is such as 'Stand up,' we have a typical cOI.and fora directive. But it also lay
be represented after assesslent by the disclosure fori: "I want you to stand up,' and the descriptive
fori: 'You are a person who should stand up."
Conclusions
1. COllunication lay be enhanced by understanding the resonance nature of leaning. 2. Assertions are
better forled frol assesslents than frol decodi~gs, and that intent IS lore truly captured in
assesslents. 3. It is clailed that gods, little children and dogs understand principally by
assesslents, therefore Interpret lore effectively than those who do not recognize deceptive coding.
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